The BP-ENDURE program is a partnership between Hunter College, New York University, Brown University, University of Michigan, and Vanderbilt University.

We provide intensive training in neuroscience, outstanding research mentors, specialized neuroscience courses, and summer research experience to highly motivated students from diverse populations interested in pursuing neuroscience careers.

Is your goal to attend a Ph.D. program in neuroscience?
Are you looking to enhance your training in neuroscience?
Do you seek year-round intensive research training in neuroscience?
Are you interested in career enrichment and specialized development?
Do you need financial support during your junior and senior year—including tuition, monthly stipend, and health benefits?

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
During the academic year, conduct research with a faculty mentor from Hunter or NYU.
During the summer, conduct research with faculty mentors from Brown University, New York University, University of Michigan, or Vanderbilt University.

REQUIREMENTS
Student Diversity under NIH Regulations, U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident, Sophomore or Junior, all majors accepted, F/T matriculated, minimum of 3.00 GPA, Interest in Neuroscience Research Careers, Commitment to Grad School

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Regina Miranda and Dr. Vanya Quinones-Jenab, Directors
Hunter College, Psychology Dept, 695 Park Ave, NY, NY 10065
Susana Vargas, Administrator, Room 311 HN, Hunter College
Dr. Chiye Aoki, Prof. of Neural Science and Biology
NYU Center for Neural Science, 6 Washington Pl., NY, NY 10003

Inquiry & Application
BP-ENDURE office at Hunter College,
Room 311 Hunter North
Phone: (212) 772-4562
E-Mail: bpendure@hunter.cuny.edu
www.neurosciencebp.hunter.cuny.edu

The BP-ENDURE, an NIH funded scholarship, is designed to identify and prepare exceptionally talented underrepresented undergraduates to obtain doctoral degrees in neuroscience-related fields of study.